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ABSTRACT
The in silico molecular docking (MD) simulations have been performed to examine the efficacy of three
flavonoid ligands including chrysin, apigenin and luteolin on monoamine oxidase–A (MAO–A) enzyme
inhibitions in comparison with the reference moclobemide inhibitor. All the obtained quantitative and
qualitative results indicated that the flavonoid ligands could be proposed as possible inhibitors for MAO–
A enzyme activity. The most important note is that the ligands could interact with the coenzyme of MAO–
A, which is dominant for enzyme inhibition. The results indicated that luteolin could be proposed as the
best choice of MAO–A enzyme inhibitor among the investigated ligands.
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Introduction
Monoamine oxidase–A (MAO–A) enzyme is one of
the most important leading compound in
appearing depression disorder [1]. The containing
flavin adenine dinucleotide (FAD) could catalyze
the oxidative activity of MAO–A, especially in the
major depression disorders [2]. Therefore,
inhibiting MAO–A activity could yield proper
pharmacotherapy treatments against depression
disorder [3]. It is well known that the natural
products, as the initial resource of
pharmacotherapy, could play dominant roles for
medication of several diseases and disorders [4].
Therefore, either extracting them from plants or
synthesizing their derivatives is crucial for modern
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pharmacotherapy treatments [5]. Flavonoids are
among the natural products, in which their anti–
oxidant and anti–inflammatory activities have
been already examined based on experiments [6].
Moreover, the synthetic flavonoids could also be
considered for the medical treatments [7]. Based
on the expected ant–oxidant activity, MAO–A
enzyme inhibition of flavonoids have been
investigated in this work based on the in silico
approach. In addition to the in vitro and in vivo
studies, in silico approach could yield detailed
information about the mechanism of complicated
biological systems [8–16]. For MAO–A inhibition,
interaction of ligand with the FAD coenzyme is
very much important to ban the enzyme for
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further oxidization [17]. The possibility of ligand
for chelating FAD could be very well recognized
based on the in silico approach to propose the
corresponding ligand for further considerations.
Therefore, it is very much important to know
details of complicated biological systems based on
the in silico approach for making a better
judgment about their activities [18]. Within this
work, the efficacy of three flavonoid ligands (Table
1) on MAO–A enzyme inhibition are carefully
investigated by the in silico approach (Table 2 and

Fig. 2). Moreover, the results are compared with
the reference moclobemide, as the known
selective inhibitor of MAO–A enzyme [19]. The
inhibitions of MAO–enzyme with natural and
synthetic products have been earlier investigated
based on several employed methodologies;
however, there is still no efficient inhibitor for this
enzyme yet and further investigations are
required [20]. Therefore, this work tries to
propose a possible inhibitor of MAO–A to be used
possibly for mood disorders in future.

Table 1: Flavonoid derivatives

O

OOH

R1

R2

R3

ChemSpider ID Name R1 R2 R3
4444926 Chrysin OH H H
4444100 Apigenin OH H OH
4444102 Luteolin OH OH OH

Materials and Methods
First, 3D structures of three flavonoid ligands
including chrysin, apigenin and luteolin (Table 1)
and the reference moclobemide (Fig.1) have been
obtained from the ChemSpider bank [21] and used
as is in this work. Second, 3D structure of MAO–A
enzyme has been obtained from the Protein Data
Bank [22] with the ID 2BXR and it has been
prepared as receptor for Molecular Docking (MD)
simulation.

N
H

N

OO

Cl

Fig. 1. Moclobemide (ChemSpider ID: 4087).

Subsequently, all ligand and receptor structures
have been prepared for MD simulations by the
AutoDock–Tools [23] and then the MD simulations
have been performed by the AutoDock package
[23]. It is worth to note that the obtained results
by the MD simulations are very much dependent
on the grid–box center and sizes, number of
conformation search–runs, employed algorithm
and some more factors such as ligand
characteristics. For this work, the grid–box size has
been set to 70*70*70 and the genetic algorithm
with 200 search–runs has been employed for MD
simulations. The obtained quantitative
parameters including binding energy (BE) and
inhibition constant (IK) are summarized in Table 2
in addition to the qualitative interacting amino
acids (AA). The graphical representations of
ligand–receptor complexes are exhibited in Fig. 2.
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Table 2: Molecular Docking Properties*

Property Chrysin Apigenin Luteolin Moclobemide
BE kcal/mol –7.83 –7.86 –8.43 –7.95
IK nM 1830 1750 659 1490
H–Bonds
AA

GLY71, GLN74,
ARG206, SER209

PRO72, ASN181,
FAD600

PRO72, THR73,
GLN74, ASN181,
FAD600

GLN74, ARG206,
GLU216

Other–Bonds
AA

TYR69, VAL70,
ILE207, PHE208,
GLU216, PHE352,
TYR407, TRP441,
TYR444, FAD600

TYR69, VAL70,
GLY71, THR73,
GLN74, ILE180,
ARG206, ILE207,
PHE208, SER209,
GLU216, TRP441,
TYR444

TYR69, GLY71,
ILE180, ARG206,
ILE207, PHE208,
SER209, GLU216,
TYR407, TRP441,
TYR444

TYR69, VAL70,
GLY71, PRO72,
THR73, SER209,
PHE352, TYR407,
TRP441, TYR444,
FAD600

*See Fig. 2 for graphical representations.

Results and Discussion
Within this work, MAO–A enzyme inhibition by
three flavonoid derivatives including chrysin,
apigenin and luteolin (Table 1) have been
investigated based on the in silico MD simulations
[23, 24]. The ligand structures are different from
each other based on the existence of hydroxyl
groups as indicated in Table 1. The quantitative
results of MD simulations (Table 2) could show the
effects of structural differences of ligands on their
binding strengths with receptor, in which
increasing the number of hydroxyl groups yielded
increasing in the binding strength by obtaining a
better BE for luteolin with three hydroxyl groups.
Comparing the results with the reference
moclobemide could indicate that only luteolin
could compete with moclobemide for a better
interaction with the MAO–A receptor. The values
of IK are also supporting the obtained BE values for
the interacting complex systems of ligand–
receptor. Examining the interacting AAs with
ligands could show different achievements, in
which all three flavonoid ligands interacting with
FAD coenzyme through hydrogen bonds (H–
Bonds). However, examining interacting AAs of
moclobemide shows that the ligand interacts with
FAD of enzyme in other bonds rather than H–

Bonds. It could be remembered here that the
advantage of a good ligand for inhibiting MAO–A
activity is its interacting with FAD coenzyme, in
which they are very well recognized here for all
three flavonoid derivatives even better than the
reference moclobemide. It is worth to note that
the quantitative properties are important to be
considered but after examining the qualitative
properties for the ligand–receptor interacting
systems, as could be seen by the investigated
ligands versus the reference ligand. Comparing
again the flavonoid ligands with the reference
moclobemide regarding their qualitative AAs
interactions could show that the investigated
ligands could be proposed for the MAO–A enzyme
inhibition, in which all of them interact with FAD
coenzyme through H–Bonds. However, the
luteolin ligand with three additional hydroxyl
groups could be still the best choice among the
three ligands in either quantitative or qualitative
aspects. As a concluding remark, the flavonoid
ligands could inhibit the MAO–A activity,
especially with more functionalized hydroxyl
groups to the core ligand structure. The in silico
approach very well recognized the mechanism of
interactions of ligands with the enzyme to prepare
clear achievements about the work purpose.
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Fig. 2. 2D views of interacting complexes of ligand–receptor.

Conclusion
The obtained results of this work based on the in
silico MD simulations could show the efficacy of
flavonoid ligands for MAO–A enzyme inhibitions,
in which they could be summarized into three
main trends. First, flavonoid derivatives could be
proposed for MAO–A inhibition by their
interactions with FAD coenzyme. Second, the
binding strength of luteolin with three
functionalized hydroxyl groups could be very well
compared with the reference moclobemide with a
lower BE value. Third, details of ligand–receptor
interactions of flavonoid–MAO–A could be very

well recognized by the in silico MD simulations, in
which both of quantitative and qualitative
properties are very much important for the final
judgments about the complex interacting systems.
For such in silico approaches, obtaining several
detailed results is an advantage versus
experimental works; therefore, in silico works
could be performed prior to experiments for
better experimental design.
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